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What was the project about again?
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Medial axis transform (MAT) = skeleton

• aldkfj 

• slkdfj 

• slkdfj 
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Inspiration: Tam & Heidrich (2003)
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(a) Max Planck model� (b) Medial axis of Planck model�

(c) Simplified MA of �
Planck model�

(d) Simplified MA of Planck model�
(left ear removed)�

(e) Simplified Planck model�
(left ear removed)�

(i) Simplified hip bone

(f) Hip bone model

(g) Hip bone medial axis

(h) Hip bone simplified axis

Figure 12: Results of applying our simplification algorithm to the Max Planck and hip bone models
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Main results last 7 months



Milestones

• Software to construct 3D MAT scaled to massive datasets 
(several billions) and released as open-source software (in 
C++) 

• First journal paper written + submitted (currently under 
review) 

• One use-case implemented: the visibility analysis in 3D GIS 

• Procedure to generate synthetic PC developed
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Code released open-source
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Identification of 
water courses
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Watergangen
Use MAT to obtain 2D lines of watergang 
parameters
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14

Watergangen
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MAT points (AHN2) as registered by Waterschap



MSc graduation topic: Tom Broersen

• already MSc in physical geography 

• promising preliminary results 

• comparison of diff methods (MAT, raster-based) 

• objective: full “3D” geometry of the water courses
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Figure 2: Schematic cross section of the water surface during high and low water, with channel
center indicated in red. The channel center is at a different positions depending on the
height of the water surface.

Figure 3: Schematic cross section of the water surface during high and low water, with channel
center indicated in red. The channel center at high water (bankfull width) is positioned
above what might commonly be referred to as the land surface. For visual display on maps,
this might not be desirable.
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if water is visible: create polygons
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Disjoint hull approach using LAStools’ lasboundary. (a) Original AHN3 dataset. (b)
Disjoint hull results. The dataset is now converted to polygons, and the channel drainage
boundaries have been well captured. ’Islands’ of water have been identified as holes in the
polygons.
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if not —> use MAT
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Figure 10: Close-up of MAT result for complicated area

is capable of performing these operations in one simple procedure, and the first results are
very promising (Figure 11b). However, the disjoint hull approach still needs to be extended
with additional procedures to extract the water surface of the drainage channels from the
dataset. The shapefile visible in Figure 11b contains many different polygons, each of which
either represent ’islands’ of land or ’islands’ of water inside the ’islands’ of land. The drainage
channels in between these islands are still empty spaces. The first step would be to extract
these empty spaces from the dataset, and turn them into separate polygons. This could be
done by taking the difference between a polygon with the size of the extent of the dataset,
and the shapefile of the disjoint hulls. To extract the islands of water from the dataset, they
should be checked using ’iswithin’ operators. If the polygon is within another polygon, then
this means it is and island of water inside an island of land, else they are islands of land.

Deriving center lines of water surfaces The above workflow would extract the channels
as polygons of different widths, but does not yet create a center line of the water surface.
One way to solve this may be by converting the dataset to a grid and subsequently thinning,
however this will inevitably decrease the accuracy of the dataset through vector-raster conver-
sions and vice-versa. Another possible procedure is described here: http://www.ian-ko.com/
resources/howto.htm#Create%20street%20center%20lines%20from%20a%20cadastral%20polygons.
The procedure would use the original islands of land resulting from the disjoint hull approach,
and convert the (merged) polygons to polylines after which Thiessen polygons are created.
The Thiessen polygons are then dissolved using the attributes of the original island polygons,
which, after converting to polylines, results in the center lines of the drainage channels. The
entire procedure is implemented in the ET GeoWizards extension (http://www.ian-ko.com/
ET_GeoWizards/gw_main.htm) for ArcGIS. Another procedure would be to use the boost ge-
ometry package (http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_60_0/libs/geometry/doc/html/index.
html) to perform a 2D skeletonization.

4.3.3 Discussion

The MAT is a promising method which can theoretically be used to extract the center, or ’me-
dial’, lines of both water and bankfull surface. Moreover, it forms a medial plane which could
be used to extract the channel center line for any given water height between the height of the
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if not → use MAT
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Figure 12: Dry channels identified by MAT (in red rectangles). Channels are fragmented.

4.5.1 Repairing topology of wet channels

The entire network of wet channels can, in theory, be extracted using the disjoint hull ap-
proach. Thus, the resulting topological network based on wet channels should be complete.
However, there are situations where channels are in reality connected underneath bridges or
by pipes, which cannot be detected in the LiDAR measurements. These will show up as dis-
connected channels in the disjoint hull results (Figure 11b). It is unknown whether these chan-
nels are really connected in reality, and thus connecting them would be guess work. Channel
network repair will be performed on these channels, but the repaired sections will be marked
as uncertain. Lohani and Mason (2001) connect channel fragments using a weighted distance
transform, thereby thresholding the distance transform to a specific value. They claim this
process fills minor gaps in the channel network. Since the gaps in the network in this case will
be small, this relatively simple method may suffice and will be used here to repair the channel
network.

4.5.2 Repairing the topology of dry channels

Dry channels will be acquired using MAT results, and the resulting dry channel lines will
thus differ from the ones obtained for wet channels. Generally, these channels will be more
fragmented (Figure 12), which requires network repair. Since gaps will only be minor, the
weighted distance transform (Lohani and Mason, 2001) will most likely be sufficient here.
This form of network repair will only occur between fragmented dry channels. The network
repair will also be performed to connect dry channels to wet channels, however for similar
reasons as decribed above, these repaired channel sections will be classified as uncertain.

4.6 Tools

The following tools may be required to fulfill the current research:

• masbcpp (https://github.com/tudelft3d/masbcpp) for computing MAT.
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Planning
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51

Literature review

Development

Prototype

Comparison

Dissemination



Activities coming year: 
1. Continue prototype for real-cases ✔ 
2. attempt to scale to massive datasets ✔ 
3.starting work on the identification of features in point clouds ✔ 
4.Ravi will make a research visit in February 2015 to Dr Michela 

Spagnuolo in Genova, Italy [less relevant: cancelled]  
5.write and publish one conference paper (based on use-cases), 

and write another journal paper  ✔ [partly]

slide from May 2015



Activities coming year: 
1. Algorithm to construct the hierarchical topological structure. That 

will allow us to explore how can features be identified in a point 
cloud (with the help of the MAT obviously). 

2. One journal article about this 
3. For the visibility analysis, we plan to extend the work we presented 

at the workshop into a journal paper. 
4. Use-case of automatic identification of water courses (MSc thesis)



3dsm.bk.tudelft.nl has all information
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http://3dsm.bk.tudelft.nl

